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Abstract
This paper presents hedging analysis against an underlying price increase by using Long Strangle strategy formed with vanilla and
barrier options. More speciﬁcally, up and knock-in call option and standard barrier put options are used. The main theoretical
contribution is to specify proﬁt functions for this strategy followed by derivation of cost functions for secured position. The
strategy is applied to real option data for SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). The costs of options in strategy to form secured position are
investigated for different values of barriers with ﬁxed strike prices. Furthermore, the mutual effect of variation in requested costs
or call/put option strike price or call option barrier is analysed.
c© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Emerging Markets Queries in Finance and
Business local organization
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1. Introduction
Financial options allow to create a vast number of basic to complex option strategies for virtually any situation
in the market. They can be used not only for speculation on the ﬂuctuations (rise, fall, or stagnation) of price of
underlying asset or high market volatility, but also as a tool for hedging against risk.
In paper [4] the author deals with options and option strategies. This work describes a Long Strangle strategy
and its appropriate way of using for hedging and for securing the price of the underlying asset at some future date.
In paper [1] the authors deal with the usage of option strategy for hedging against unfavourable price movement by
vanilla option and in the papers [3], [7], [6] by using barrier option.
The ﬁrst objective of this paper is to propose a way of Long Strangle strategy creation by using vanilla and barrier
options. This objective will be achieved with the analytical determination of proﬁt and cost functions of these options.
The second objective is to propose its usage to hedging against a price increase, which is a very important issue in
case of future purchase. The theoretical results are applied to an option trading on SPDR Gold Shares. The data for
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this analysis were obtained from the Yahoo Finance data warehouse [8]. The paper includes a performance analysis
and comparison of our hedging strategies created with vanilla and barrier options, too.
2. Hedging against the underlying asset price rise using the Long Strangle strategy
2.1. Possibilities of a Long Strangle option strategy formation by vanilla options
Long Strangle strategy is formed in general by a combination of long positions in European call and put options
for the same underlying asset and the same time of expiration. In order to form Long Strangle strategy, there are two
different methods of its formation for the same underlying asset with identical expiration date at different strike price
by using proﬁt functions [5].
Let n denote the number of options bought. Hence, we can create the strategy:
I. By buying n put options with lower strike price X1 and premium p1B per option and in the same time by buying
n call options with higher strike price X2 and premium c2B per option.
II. By buying n call options with lower strike price X1 and premium c1B per option and in the same time by buying
n put options with higher strike price X2 and premium p2B per option.
The both aforementioned methods of Long Strangle strategy formation lead to the proﬁt functions having the same
consequences. Therefore, in what follows we describe the characteristics of the I. method. We obtain following proﬁt
functions:
Proﬁt function of long position in n put options with strike X1 and premium p1B per option is:
P(ST ) =
{
n(X1−ST − p1B) if ST ≤ X1
n(−p1B) if ST > X1 (1)
Proﬁt function of long position in n call options with strike X2 and premium c2B per option is:
P(ST ) =
{
n(ST −X2− c2B) if ST ≥ X2
n(−c2B) if ST < X2 (2)
Proﬁt function of Long Strangle strategy formed by vanilla options is:
P(ST ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
n(X1−ST − (p1B+ c2B)) if ST < X1
−n(p1B+ c2B) if X1 ≤ ST < X2
n(ST −X2− (p1B+ c2B)) if ST ≥ X2
(3)
2.2. Hedging against the underlying asset price rise using the Long Strangle strategy formed by vanilla options
Let us suppose that at the time T in the future we want to buy n units of underlying asset, but we are afraid of price
rise. The aim of hedging is to reduce the cost of future purchase of the underlying asset.
Function of cost from unsecured position is
C(ST ) = nST (4)
where S is a spot price of underlying asset at time T . The higher the spot price, the higher costs we have to pay for
purchase of an asset.
We can form the cost function for secured position by adding the proﬁt function of Long Strangle strategy (3) to the
function of cost from unsecured position (4). The cost function from secured position for the I.method has following
form:
C(ST ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
n(2ST −X1+(p1B+ c2B)) if ST < X1
n(ST +(p1B+ c2B)) if X1 ≤ ST < X2
n(X2+(p1B+ c2B)) if ST ≥ X2
(5)
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2.3. Hedging against the underlying asset price rise using the Long Strangle strategy formed by barrier options
There are 4 types of standard barrier call options (combinations of up or down and knock-in or knock-out) and 4
types of standard barrier put options (combinations of up or down and knock-in or knock-out) [2]. Therefore, we can
construct Long Strangle strategy in 4×4 ways by I. method and the same number by II. method. For hedging against
increase of underlying asset price by using barrier options we will use up and knock-in call option, because this type
of call barrier option can be used to hedge even in the case when the underlying asset price reaches or crosses the
upper barrierU , whereU > X2 ≥ S0. On the other hand, for the construction of this option strategy, we do not consider
to use other types of barrier call options (down and knock-in, up and knock-out, down and knock-out call options),
because they are not suitable for hedging against price increase. For example up and knock-out call option would
stop to exist in the case of reaching or crossing upper barrier U during the option’s time to maturity. Therefore we
can consider 4 possibilities how to construct Long Strangle strategy by combination of an up and knock-in call barrier
option and one other barrier put option with lower barrier D, where D < X1 ≤ S0. For demonstration purposes, in the
following subsection we derive cost function for secured position with Long Strangle strategy, where the down and
knock-in put option is used. The generalized form of cost function for secured position is described in section 2.3.2.
2.3.1. Combination of up and knock-in call and down and knock-in put options for hedging by Long Strangle
strategy
Let us buy n down and knock-in put options with strike price X1, premium p1BDI per option, barrier level D in the
form of marginal underlying price (an option is activated, if D is reached during the option life) and at the same time
we buy n up and knock-in call options with the strike price X2, premium c2BUI per option and barrier level U . Both
have the same underlying asset and the same time to maturity t.
Proﬁt function from buying n down and knock-in put options at time t is:
P(ST ) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
n(X1−ST − p1BDI) if ST < X1 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)≤ D
n(0− p1BDI) if ST < X1 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)> D
n(−p1BDI) if ST ≥ X1
(6)
Proﬁt function from buying n up and knock-in call options at time t is:
P(ST ) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
n(ST −X2− c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥U
n(0− c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)<U
n(−c2BUI) if ST < X2
(7)
Proﬁt function for Long Strangle strategy is the sum of (6) and (7):
We can form the cost function for secured position by adding the proﬁt function of Long Strangle strategy to the
function of cost from unsecured position (4). Cost function from secured position has the following form:
C(ST ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
n(2ST −X1+ p1BDI + c2BUI) if ST < X1 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)≤ D
n(ST + p1BDI + c2BUI) if ST < X1 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)> D
n(ST + p1BDI + c2BUI) if X1 ≤ ST < X2
n(ST + p1BDI + c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)<U
n(X2+ p1BDI + c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥U
(8)
From the function of cost for secured position we can conclude:
- For hedging purposes, interval ST ≥ X2 is interesting. If ST ≥ X2 and price of underlying asset reaches during
the time to maturity the upper barrier U , then the costs of buying underlying asset are constant, equal to X2 +
p1BDI + c2BUI . In comparison with unsecured position, costs for buying will be lower with hedging strategy if
ST ≥ X2+ p1BDI + c2BUI .
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- If ST ≥ X2 and price of underlying asset does not reach the upper barrier during the time to maturity, then costs of
buying underlying asset will be ST + p1BDI +c2BUI . In this case unsecured position is better because of lower costs
(equal to ST ).
- If X1 ≤ ST < X2 then the costs of buying underlying asset will be ST + p1BDI + c2BUI . In this case both options
don’t give any payoff. Hedger will have higher costs in comparison with unsecured position because of costs of
long positions in options.
- If ST < X1 and price of underlying asset during the time to maturity reaches or decreases below the lower barrier
D, then the costs of buying underlying asset will be 2ST −X1 + p1BDI + c2BUI . Lower costs in comparison with
unsecured position are possible only if ST < X1 − (p1BDI + c2BUI). The hedger will have zero costs of buying
underlying asset or proﬁt if the following condition is fulﬁlled ST ≤ 0.5(X1− (p1BDI + c2BUI))≤U .
- If the price of underlying asset is above lower barrier D during the time to maturity, then costs of buying will be
equal to ST + p1BDI + c2BUI . In this case, unsecured position is better because of lower costs.
2.3.2. Generalized form of cost function for secured position using Long Strangle strategy
General description of cost function for secured position based on the Long Strangle strategy formed with up and
knock-in call option with barrier U , U > X1 ≥ S0, and put barrier option with barrier D expressed through the I.
method is:
C(ST ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
n(2ST −X1+ p1B+ c2BUI) if ST < X1 and C1 is fulﬁlled
n(ST + p1B+ c2BUI) if ST < X1 and C2 is fulﬁlled
n(ST + p1B+ c2BUI) if X1 ≤ ST < X2
n(ST + p1B+ c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)<U
n(X2+ p1B+ c2BUI) if ST ≥ X2 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥U
(9)
Barrier conditions for particular put barrier options with premium p1B are in the Table 1. By substituting cor-
responding barrier conditions in general cost function we get the cost function of the selected possibility for Long
Strangle strategy formation:
Table 1. Put barrier options
Type of put barrier option C1 C2 Barriers
down and knock-in min
0≤t≤T
(St)≤ D min
0≤t≤T
(St)> D D < X1
down and knock-out min
0≤t≤T
(St)> D min
0≤t≤T
(St)≤ D D < X1
up and knock-in max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥ D max
0≤t≤T
(St)< D D > S0
up and knock-out max
0≤t≤T
(St)< D max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥ D D > S0
The choice of put barrier option depends on the type of expectation and requested exposition:
• down and knock-in - choice of this type of barrier option is appropriate if hedger is afraid of price increase, but in
the same time there is possibility of strong decreasing trend of price (high volatility environment). Expectation of
trend power can be expressed with distance between barrier and strike price.
• down and knock-out - this strategy is appropriate if hedger expects big price drop after situation when price crosses
barrier from above. This situation is well known in technical analysis as crossing support. If big drop happens,
hedger will have adequate savings without put option payoff. Another approach is to expect decrease of price but
in interval with higher prices than barrier.
• up and knock-out - this type of put barrier option can be used in situation when hedger expects that if price
increases above barrier, then it will continue with the increase or it will not decrease under strike price of put
option, respectively.
• up and knock-in - this strategy can be associated with following expectation: if price crosses barrier level from
below during time to maturity, then it will decrease under strike price. This movement is due to the fact that the
increase above barrier can trigger opposite trend in price movements, e.g. from studies based on technical analysis
it can be observe that price can move in channels, from some top (resistance) level to some bottom (support) level.
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3. Application in SPDR Gold Shares
3.1. Hedging of SPDR Gold Shares using I. method of Long Strangle formation by using vanilla options
Let assume that in the future (June 2014) we are planing to buy n SPDR Gold Shares (GLD) and we are afraid of
price rise in the market. For strategy creation we use closing prices1 of option premiums from May 17, 2013. Closing
price of GLD on this day was 131.07. Therefore we want to hedge using I. method of Long Strangle strategy formed
by vanilla options (call option with strike price X2 = 130 and put option with strike price X1 = 120). Ask price for
premium of put option is p1B = 6.05 and ask price for premium of call option is c2B = 11.45. Let α be costs of options
(costs of strategy). In our case we have:
α = c2B+ p1B = 17.50 (10)
For construction of cost function for this hedging strategy we use equations (5) and (10). Cost function can be
described by following equation:
C(ST ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
n(2ST −102.5) if ST < 120
n(ST +17.5) if 120≤ ST < 130
n(147.5) if ST ≥ 130
(11)
3.2. Hedging of SPDR Gold Shares using I. method of Long Strangle formation by using barrier options
Let us construct Long Strangle strategy with barrier up and knock-in call option with strike price X2 = 130 and
barrier U . Second option of the strategy is down and knock-in put option with strike price X1 = 120 and barrier D.
For analysis purposes we considered set of possible barriers for put option from interval 〈X1−30,X1) with the step of
2.5 and for the call option the interval (X2,X2+30〉 with the same step. These sets of possible barrier levels, denoted
as U and D where U ∈ U and D ∈ D , are as follows:
U = {132.5,135,137.5, . . .160}
D = {90,92.5,95, . . .117.25} (12)
The cost function of hedging strategy can be described by following equation:
C(ST ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
n(2ST −120+αI) if ST < 120 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)≤ D
n(ST +αI) if ST < 120 and min
0≤t≤T
(St)> D
n(ST +αI) if 120≤ ST < 130
n(ST +αI) if ST ≥ 130 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)<U
n(130+αI) if ST ≥ 130 and max
0≤t≤T
(St)≥U
(13)
where αI is constant representing the costs of options, αI = c2BUI,T + p1BDI,T and depends on barrier levels U and
D. Pricing methods and formulas can be found in [2]. In our analysis we use implied volatility for particular time to
maturity (T = 1.0931) and assumed strike price (cf Fig. 1.(a)), dividends equal to zero and current price of underlying
asset equal to 131.07.
3.3. Comparison among different barriers and comparison with hedging by long strangle strategy using vanilla
options
Values of αI are described in Table 2 and Fig.1(b). Every hedging strategy against price increase includes risk
that the costs of buying an underlying asset will be higher in comparison with unsecured position (see equations
(11) and (13)). In our strategy, the difference between possible higher buying costs of strategy and buying costs in
1All prices in this paper are assumed to be in US dollar.
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case of unsecured position are represented by the costs of options - sum of vanilla option premiums (α) or barrier
option premiums (αI). Risk of differences between strategy with vanilla options and unsecured position is represented
only with probability of positive difference between price in maturity time and strike prices. Risk of differences
between strategy with barrier options and unsecured position depends not only from the previous condition but it
is also represented by probability of condition fulﬁlment included in barrier option. Table 2 and Fig. 1(b) show
negative relation between two characteristics: (a) difference between strike price and barrier, (b) costs of options.
Lower barrier of down and knock-in put option or higher barrier of up and knock-in call mean smaller probability of
condition fulﬁlment. Hence, the option premiums are cheaper.
In the strategy with vanilla options lower costs of buying underlying asset in comparison with unsecured strategy
are for intervals ST > 147.5. Furthermore, hedger will have lower costs of buying an underlying asset, i.e. additional
savings, if ST < 102.5.
If barriers are close to strike prices, e.g. for call option it is the case of U = 132.5 and for put option D = 117.5,
then costs of options are almost equal to costs of strategy with vanilla options because αI = 17.45 (costs of strategy
with vanilla options α = 17.50, see equation (10)). In this case, the strategy with barrier options has lower costs of
buying an underlying asset than unsecured strategy for ST > 147.45 or ST < 102.55. With ﬁxed U , e.g. U = 140, we
can observe a decrease in the value of αI if D is diminishing. For U = 135 and D = 117.5 the costs of options are
equal to 17.40. If D diminishes to 90, costs are reduced to 14.22. With these costs, proposed strategy is better than
unsecured strategy if ST > 144.22. Hedger can also reduce costs if ST < 105.78 and if during time to maturity the
price of underlying asset decreases below 90. Let us assume following combination of barriers U = 90 and D = 160.
Costs of options αI are 12.71. Lower costs of buying are in these cases : ST > 142.71 or ST < 107.29, but only if
conditions in barrier options are fulﬁlled. Strategy with high U and low D is cheaper but includes risk associated with
barriers.
If hedger expects some stable trend - increasing or decreasing of price, or period of price movements with high
volatility, then she can expect during time to maturity the crossing of one of the barriers. Advantage of this strategy is
the reduction of hedging costs in comparison with strategy constructed by vanilla options.
If hedger expects trend only in one direction, e.g. stable increase of price, then better strategy is barrier call option
with higher U and put barrier option D close to the strike of put option (e.g. αI for U = 160,D = 115 with proposed
X1 and X2 is equal to 15.49).
Table 2. αI-costs of barrier options with different barriers
U\ D 90.0 92.5 95.0 97.5 100.0 102.5 105.0 107.5 110.0 112.5 115.0 117.5
132.5 14.26 14.80 15.33 15.83 16.28 16.66 16.96 17.17 17.32 17.40 17.44 17.45
135.0 14.26 14.80 15.33 15.83 16.28 16.65 16.95 17.17 17.31 17.40 17.43 17.45
137.5 14.25 14.78 15.32 15.82 16.26 16.64 16.94 17.16 17.30 17.38 17.42 17.43
140.0 14.22 14.75 15.28 15.78 16.23 16.61 16.91 17.13 17.27 17.35 17.39 17.40
142.5 14.15 14.69 15.22 15.72 16.17 16.55 16.84 17.06 17.21 17.29 17.33 17.34
145.0 14.05 14.59 15.12 15.62 16.06 16.44 16.74 16.96 17.10 17.18 17.22 17.23
147.5 13.89 14.43 14.96 15.46 15.91 16.29 16.59 16.80 16.95 17.03 17.07 17.08
150.0 13.69 14.22 14.75 15.25 15.70 16.08 16.38 16.60 16.74 16.82 16.86 16.87
152.5 13.42 13.96 14.49 14.99 15.44 15.81 16.11 16.33 16.47 16.56 16.60 16.61
155.0 13.10 13.64 14.17 14.67 15.12 15.49 15.79 16.01 16.15 16.24 16.27 16.29
157.5 12.73 13.27 13.80 14.30 14.74 15.12 15.42 15.64 15.78 15.86 15.90 15.92
160.0 12.31 12.85 13.38 13.88 14.33 14.70 15.00 15.22 15.36 15.45 15.49 15.50
The parameter αI described in cost function (13) represents costs of hedging strategy. Hedger can focus on this
parameter and ﬁnd strikes X1, X2 and also barriers of option prices which ﬁt requested level of αI . Let αreq be requested
level of option costs, X2 requested level of call up and knock-in option with barrier X2 + 5.00. For application on
SPDR Gold Shares we assume, that X2 ≥ 130. To construct proposed strategy (cf Eq. 8), hedger have to buy down
and knock-in put option with strike price X1 and barrier D. We assume, that D is 5.00 bellow strike price X1 which is
X1 < 130.
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Figure 1. (a) Implied volatility2 (b) αI
To ﬁnd level of X1 we solve equation:
X1 = argmin
X1
|αreq− (c2BUI,T + p1BDI,T )| (14)
Option premiums are computed with implied volatility from real market data (see Fig. 1 (a)). Figure 2 (a) shows
relation between αreq, X2 and X1. With higher X2, price of call option is lower. This relation gives to hedger possibility
to buy put option with higher strike price X1. In the situation, where hedger wants to construct strategy with higher
X2, she can ﬁnd solution for strike price X1 only for smaller values of αreq. In case that hedgers strategy includes call
option with strike X2 = 130 and requested level of costs αreq = 12, maximal value of put down and knock-in option
strike price is 74.47 and barrier is 69.47. With the same X2 but with higher possibility of costs, e.g. αreq = 20, hedger
can buy down and knock-in put option with maximal strike price 126.57 and barrier 121.57. With higher level of strike
of barrier call option, e.g. X2 = 160, it is possible to ﬁnd X1 close to value 130 with lower αreq. With αreq = 12 the
maximal value of put barrier option is equal to 127.75 and barrier is 122.75. In this levels of X2, hedger can minimise
αreq to small levels. If αreq = 3.00 and X2 = 160, then X1 = 65.43.
Another approach to this strategy is to use up and knock-in call option with ﬁxed strike price X2 = 130. It is the
strike price with smallest absolute difference between current spot price and strike price of listed options. Hedger can
also focus on ﬁnding combination X1,X1 < 130 with predeﬁned barrier D and barrier for call option U,U > X2 to ﬁt
requested αreq. We assume that D is 5.00 bellow strike price X1. To ﬁnd X1 we use equation (14). Fig. 2 (b) shows
relation between combination of {αreq,U} and X1. With rising U , the price of barrier call option is lower and with
some ﬁxed value of αreq buying barrier put option with higher strike price is possible. Similarly to the ﬁrst approach,
solutions of X1 are in lower interval of αreq in situations where hedger wants to construct strategy with U > 150.
In case where hedger constructs strategy with barrier of call option in level U = 135 and requested level of costs is
αreq = 20, possible maximal strike of down and knock-in put option is 126.57. For example, with the same barrier for
call option (U = 135) and with lower option costs αreq = 12, the maximal strike price of put barrier option is 74.74. In
case of high barrier for up and knock-in call option, e.g. U = 190, hedgers’ costs are lower also in case when strategy
involves barrier put option with strike price close to the current spot price. With αreq = 12 is possible to buy barrier
put option with strike X1 = 125.84. With such a high barrier one can ﬁnd strike price of put option which meets the
requested very low option costs (e.g. if αreq = 3.00 and U = 190, then X1 = 50.94).
2Implied volatility of GLD call and put options computed from ask option prices with expiration date on June 20, 2014.
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Figure 2. (a) X1 with different αreq and X2 (b) X1 with different αreq and U
Conclusion
The aim of the paper was to apply Long Strangle strategy with barrier options to hedge against price rise. The paper
was focused on derivation of the strategy proﬁt function and its application on the cost function of hedging for buying
an underlying asset. This function has been formulated for the situation when strike price of call option is bigger than
strike price of put option. For hedging purposes only up and knock-in call option is appropriate. Choice of barrier put
option type depends on hedger expectations and required risk exposition. The down and knock-in put option was used
in this paper. This choice of strategy is appropriate if hedger is afraid of price increase, but in the same time there is
possibility of strong decreasing trend of price. The main practical beneﬁt of this paper is application on data of SPDR
Gold Shares from option market. Practical part of the work was focused on the investigation of relation between risk
associated with conditions in barrier options and costs of hedging strategy. The costs of hedging strategy with barrier
options are lower in comparison with strategy constructed with vanilla options. Differences between costs of hedging
strategies increase in case when barriers are more distant from strike prices. The analysis shows relation among costs
of hedging, barrier of up and knock-in call option and strike price of down and knock-in put option. Furthermore,
in the analysis two parameters were predeﬁned: the strike price of call barrier option and the distance between strike
price of put option and its barrier. With rising barrier of up and knock-in call option is possible to buy barrier put
option with higher strike or reduce costs of hedging.
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